
Bathroom
TrackTitle Duration
Aerosol hairspray can cap off and on x3 00:10.362
Aerosol hairspray can spraying medium 00:03.397
Aerosol hairspray can spraying in a series 00:09.263
Aerosol hairspray can spraying in a series and fanning while fixing hair 00:06.170
Aerosol hairspray can spraying in a series and fanning with punchy movement 00:06.837
Aerosol hairspray can spraying slowly 00:01.631
Aerosol shaving cream can cap flicking off and dropping and putting back on 00:08.970
Aerosol shaving cream can cap flicking off and dropping and putting back on in a series 00:12.746
Aerosol shaving cream can cap flicking off and putting back on then flicking off again 00:08.304
Aerosol shaving cream shaking and accelerating 00:04.037
Aerosol shaving cream squirting choppy 00:01.765
Aerosol shaving cream squirting jerkily and long 00:05.765
Aerosol shaving cream squirting long and steady 00:03.285
Aerosol shaving cream squirting small and choppy 00:01.290
Aerosol shaving cream squirting small x5 00:02.458
Aerosol shaving cream watery squirting and holding then dying 00:04.173
Aerosol shaving cream watery squirting long 00:04.629
Aerosol shaving cream watery squirting long x3 00:07.616
Aerosol shaving cream watery squirting with spurts 00:02.357
Aerosol shaving cream squirting weakly 00:01.130
Plastic bottle flexing and sucking in air 00:23.866
Brushing teeth with mouth closed, fast 00:45.333
Brushing teeth with mouth closed, slowly 00:36.346
Brushing teeth with mouth closed, slowly and focused 00:38.154
Brushing teeth with mouth open, fast 00:44.794
Brushing teeth with mouth open, slowly 00:34.746
Electric toothbrush brushing teeth with movement and mouth closed 00:09.370
Electric toothbrush brushing teeth with long movement and mouth closed 00:30.362
Electric toothbrush brushing teeth steadily with mouth closed 00:38.149
Electric toothbrush brushing teeth with movement and mouth open 00:22.149
Electric toothbrush brushing teeth steadily with mouth open 00:29.322
Clipping toe nail quickly 00:06.714
Clipping toe nail softly 00:17.205
Clipping toe nail in a series 00:55.503
Cologne bottle spraying slowly 00:02.965
Cologne bottle spraying x1 x2 00:04.442
Cologne bottle spraying x1 x2 slowly 00:06.847
Bathroom fan running 01:04.837
Bathroom fan running constantly 00:46.677
Bath tub faucet diverter plunger up and down in a series 00:23.487
Conair hair dryer turning on, running high with movement and drying hair, then off 00:53.386
Conair hair dryer turning on, running high and steady, then off 00:31.354
Conair hair dryer turning on, running low and steady, then off 00:32.394
Conair hair dryer switches in a series 00:07.386
Hair dryer maneuvering and drying hair at various speeds then turning off 00:24.544
Rubbing soap on hands back and forth 00:05.008
Rubbing soap on hands back and forth fast 00:02.383
Rubbing soap on hands back and forth fast and tacky 00:06.181
Rubbing soap on hands back and forth while sounding icky x2 00:12.741
Rubbing soap in hands back and forth in a sloppy manner 00:04.480
Rubbing soap on hands fast using a bar of soap and creating lather 00:08.661
Rubbing soap on hands quickly 00:06.229
Rubbing soap on hands quickly creating lather x2 00:08.992
Asthma inhaler with cartridge in and out in a series 00:15.317
Asthma inhaler spraying 00:01.866
Asthma inhaler spraying and a male inhaling quickly 00:01.088
Asthma inhaler spraying thinly and misty twice 00:09.631
Asthma inhaler spraying very close 00:00.602
Plunger working in a toilet, fast and determined 00:17.274
Plunger working in a toilet raggedly, in the distance 00:09.429
Plunger working in a toilet, thick and random in the distance 00:13.882
Plunger working in a toilet, thick and slow in the distance 00:07.567
Plunger working in a toilet, slow and languidly 00:30.239
Electric razor grill removing in a series 1 00:07.354
Electric razor grill removing in a series 2 00:13.461
Electric razor with long hair trimmer turning on and running then shaking and turning off 00:23.162
Electric razor with long hair trimmer turning on and running then shaking and turning off, short00:06.261
Electric razor with long hair trimmer turning on and shaving then turning off 00:10.506
Electric razor with long hair trimmer turning on and shaving then turning off in the distance 00:09.077
Electric razor turning on and running then turning off 00:13.850
Electric razor turning on with long hair trimmer setting and running then turning off 00:17.541
Electric razor turning on and running while shaking gently then turning off 00:14.090
Electric razor turning on and shaving quickly and actively then turning off 00:29.541
Electric razor switch sliding chunkily 00:00.474
Electric razor switch sliding up and down 00:03.706
Electric razor switch sliding up and down x3 00:15.605
Wahl Peanut electric razor turning on, running briefly, then off in a series, in the distance 00:16.149
Wahl Peanut electric razor turning on and running steady, then off, in the distance 00:32.122
Wahl Peanut turning on and running briefly, then turning off 00:04.906
Wahl Peanut turning on and running slowly, then turning off 00:32.762
Wahl Peanut turning on and trimming sideburns, then turning off 00:34.560
Servo from an automatic hand sanitizer machine or soap dispensor 1 00:01.088
Shower curtain closing rough and suddenly 00:02.133
Shower curtain closing, waiting, then adjusting 00:02.522
Shower curtain opening then closing in a series 00:43.173
Shower curtain sliding close, waiting, then adjusting 00:04.320
Bath tub shower turning on, switching from spout to showerhead, curtain, bathing, then off 03:07.973
Shower booth door sliding close simply 00:02.512
Shower booth door sliding open with a shudder 00:02.410
Shower booth door sliding open while skating 00:02.847
Shower curtain sliding and turning facet on and running then pulling stopper and showering 00:44.624
Shower turning on and running with a sizzle then turning off 00:31.802
Shower turning on and running with person bathing then turning off 04:36.117
Tiled shower turning on and running while person bathes then turning off with drips and draining03:50.783
Tiled shower with overhead spout turning on and running while person bathes then turning off with drips and draining01:37.584
Glass sink basin opening plunger and draining with a gurgle at end 00:14.218
Soap dispenser pumping many times messily 00:02.170
Soap dispenser pumping many times rapidly and jerky 00:02.458
Soap dispenser pumping x1 00:00.704
Soap dispenser pumping x1 goopy 00:00.736
Foaming soap dispensor pump x2, squeaky 00:04.362
Hairspray bottle pumping quickly 00:06.442
Hairspray bottle pumping in a series 1 00:15.498
Hairspray bottle pumping in a series 2 00:09.823
Hairspray bottle pumping x2 00:01.663
Toilet brush replacing in cannister, in the distance 00:01.386
Toilet flush and fill 01:10.410
Domestic toilet flushing and filling 00:06.245
Toilet flushing and filling hollow and close 01:21.269
Domestic toilet flushing with seat up, then filling 00:49.306
Domestic lower toilet seat lid down in a series 00:22.490
Domestic lower toilet seat lid up in a series 00:18.165
Domestic top toilet seat lid down in a series 00:24.992
Domestic top toilet seat lid up in a series 00:16.431
Tight domestic toilet flush and fill 00:30.906
European toilet flushing and filling 01:04.890
Modern toilet flush 00:08.842
Modern toilet flushing in a slow gush 00:12.556
Modern toilet flush with lid down 00:13.989
Modern toilet lid close 00:01.690
Electric toothbrush turning on and running long and then turning off 00:28.010
Electric toothbrush turning on and running with movement and then turning off 00:14.613
Electric toothbrush turning on and running and then turning off 00:10.933
Electric toothbrush turning on and running with a waver and then turning off 00:04.874
Towel drying a body 00:22.032
Modern urinal flishing and filling with backup then draining with a gurgle 00:11.509
Modern urinal flishing and filling with backup then draining with a gurgle and a hiss 00:06.666
Man peeing or pissing or urinating in a toilet 00:27.546
Urinating or pissing in a toilet, classic 00:24.751
Water in a bath tub draining, long with a gurgle 02:12.378
Water draining in a bath tub with a gargle, loud and mouthy with a swell 00:02.927
Water draining in a sink with a fizz and a babble 00:12.224
Water from a bath tub faucet turning on, running high, off, then gurgling in the distance 00:49.664
Water from a bath tub faucet turning on, running low, off, then gurgling in the distance 00:43.781
Water from a bath tub faucet turning on, running high, filling an empty tub 00:45.781
Water from a bath tub faucet turning on, running high, filling tub, then off 04:10.874
Water from a bath tub faucet turning on, running high, turning off, then draining with a gurgle00:50.768
Water from a bath tub faucet turning on, running high briefly, then turning off 00:07.578
Water from a bath tub faucet turning on, running low, turning off, then draining with a gurgle 00:52.112
Water from a bath tub faucet running high and filling, then turning off and draining, close 00:16.015
Lever type facet in a bathroom sink turning on, running, filling, and off 00:12.352
Lever type facet in a bathroom sink turning on, running, and off 00:07.424
Lever type facet in a bathroom sink turning on, running short, and off 00:03.130
Water from a lever-type bathroom sink faucet turning on, rinsing hands, then turning off 00:10.160
Water flowing from an automatic bathroom faucet 1 00:04.533
Water flowing from an automatic bathroom faucet 2 00:04.480
Water flowing from an automatic bathroom faucet with background soap pump 00:03.130
Water flowing from an automatic bathroom faucet and washing hands 00:06.282
Tap in a bathroom turning on and running gradually and draining and turning off 00:24.922
Tap in a bathroom turning on and running gargling and draining and turning off 00:12.090
Tap in a bathroom turning on and running and increasing and turning off 00:16.085
Tap in a bathroom turning on and running powerfully and turning off 00:06.389
Water flowing from a bathroom faucet and filling a sink 00:06.245
Water flowing from a bathroom faucet and filling a sink, short 00:02.874
Water flowing from a bathroom faucet and filling a sink, steady and bubbling 00:06.341
Water flowing from a bathroom faucet running gently and raggedly 00:02.346
Bathroom sink uplugging and draining, short 00:01.952
Water splashes in a roomy tub dunking slow and hard, x3 00:14.736
Water splashes in a roomy tub dunking with a slight tub hit 00:01.882
Water splashes in a roomy tub, entering a tub with a stomp and a rub 00:07.146
Water splashes in a roomy tub, entering tub, two stage 00:08.810
Water splashes in a roomy tub, exiting tub 00:05.722
Water splashes in a roomy tub, exiting tub, complex 00:06.746
Water splashes in a roomy tub, lift then dunk 00:01.733
Water splashes in a roomy tub, lift then dunking carefully 00:03.295
Water splashes in a roomy tub, various with some tub rubs 00:04.245
Water splashes in a roomy tub, sliding down tub chaotically 00:05.456
Water splashes in a roomy tub, sliding down tub briefly 00:03.317
Water splashes in a roomy tub, stirring and swirling aggressively 00:09.717
Water splashes in a roomy tub, various slides and rubs while taking a bath 01:49.469
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